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Abstract 

Intervention is a successful method for families and friends in which they encourage addicts 

to change their lifestyles together with a professional interventionist. This study is a 

qualitative investigation on how language was used in televised interventions from the 

documentary show “Intervention Canada”. The focus of the study was to look into the 

intentional persuasion of the interventionist and trace patterns of the addict’s emotional driven 

response by using conversation analysis. The findings revealed that the interventionists used 

empathic- tone and body language, strategic pauses before and after voicing important 

information, and powerful words in short sentences when talking. Thus, even though they 

shared strategies, each situation required them to be flexible. Additionally, similar reactions 

among the addicts’ talk-in-interaction were indicated, where silence and ambiguous utterances 

were a sign of hesitation when responding the interventionist.   
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1. Introduction 

Millions of people struggle with addiction all over the world, it is considered a “…public 

health problem with strikingly high relapse rates and low treatment retention rates.” 

(Wasmuth et al. 2014). However, to suffer from addiction does not mean the same thing for 

each person it their everyday life. Some people suffering from addictions might use drugs 

daily but still function in their daily lives as managing their work well, and maintaining their 

basic health-needs. However, in the worst cases, the drug becomes more important than 

anything else. The addict choses the addiction above family, friends, work, economy, food 

and their own health. Moreover, they become manipulators and liars so they can persuade 

their surroundings, and continue with their destructive habits. The addiction creates such a 

need in the addict’s brain so they believe that they are a victim of their circumstances, and 

needs whatever they are addicted to, in order to function. Thus, it is an illness which gets 

worse by time, and during that time it becomes normalized. Many addicts do not believe that 

they have a problem in the first place (Agerberg, 2004).  

The family and friends are often witnessing the addict during the years, and see 

how the need for the drug becomes stronger over time. The families and friends do not always 

understand that the use of the alcohol or drug has turned into an illness since they have 

normalized the process of addiction as well. Most likely they have been lied to by the addict 

during several years about how much he or she actually abuse. Codependency is the term 

which describes the people witnessing the addict from a close distance (Agerberg, 2004). 

Likewise, codependency is classified as an illness causing the codependent person to 

constantly covering for the addicts’ behavior and mistakes. Additionally, the codependent 

surrounding often provides the addict with money, food, and a place to stay even though they 

get nothing in return. Thus, by providing the addict with necessities they are enabling the bad 

habits off the addict (Agerberg, 2004), which creates a negative spiral for all involved.  

One successful method to end this negative spiral, is to organize an intervention. 

Families and friends gather in a room together with the addicted person where they all read 

him or her a letter. The letter should be caring and loving but honest. It is highly important 

that the family and friends expresses what this drug abuse is doing to them, and end the letter 

with a consequence in case the addict continues to abuse the drug. So, the consequence needs 

to be rough, as for example to exclude the addict from the family. 

This study is based on three televised interventions where a professional 

interventionist is guiding and preparing the families towards a successful intervention. The 
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focus is on how language is used when persuading the addict to accept help and how the 

addicts responds to the persuasion. 

1.1 Structure of the Essay 

This essay begins with an introduction to the topic which inspired this investigation. In order 

for the reader to get a clear understanding of this research, the data is described directly after 

followed by the research’s aim. Subsequently, the method is explained, containing an 

explanation of the research design, relevant terminology and an overview of the transcription 

convention which has been used. Thereafter, previous research is presented followed by the 

analyses and findings of this research by presenting relevant transcriptions. Next follows a 

discussion of the findings. The essay ends with presenting the conclusions.  

1.2 The Data – “Intervention Canada” 

“Intervention Canada” belongs to the genre of documentary, where each episode is about 43 

minutes long .The episodes original run were between September 2011 and 2012 on channel 

“Slice” in Canada by the distributor AETN International. However, since then it has been 

broadcasted by other TV channels both in USA and Europe, and uploaded on YouTube by 

multiple users.  

There were no hosts in this documentary, but there was one person leading each 

intervention (“the interventionist”). In total, the documentary contained four interventionists, 

but it was only one participating in each program. All interventionists were addicts in 

recovery1, working with helping other addicted people to recover. For this investigation there 

were two interventionists of concern, Andrew and Maureen. 

The participants in “Intervention Canada”, never knew that they were about to 

face an intervention. However, they had all agreed to participate in a documentary about their 

addiction, which meant that they were all at the state of their addiction where they were aware 

of their problems. To be aware of one’s addiction is rare since a part of the disease is to deny 

how much one is abusing (Agerberg 2004). So, in this case it revealed that they were abusing 

their substances on a serious level. 

The intervention began with a pre-intervention one day before the real 

intervention. The purpose was for the interventionist to talk with the addict’s families and 

friends, in order to help them to deal with their own problems due to the situation. Too often 

the codependent surrounding ignores their own emotions and needs, since all focus usually 

                                                           
1 To be suffering from addiction is a lifelong disease, which means that even if a person has been sober/clean 
for years they must always be aware of their weakness in order to stay away from the substance. Therefore 
they never claim themselves to be “healed”, but rather “in recovery”. (Agerberg, 2004) 
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remain on the person abusing drugs or alcohol (Agerberg, 2004). Moreover, the goal for the 

interventionist was to make the families stand strong together. Their unity were crucial in 

order not to get manipulated by the addict so that he or she can continue the abuse. Thus, the 

goal in all cases investigated were for the addict to accept the help they offer.  

Interventions are similar to motivational interviews, not from the perspective on 

who is participating, but to the fact that it is organized and contains  “…two American 

therapeutic traditions long thought to be anti-ethical- “client-centered” and “directive” 

approaches” (Smith, 2014). An intervention is an organized conversation where the truth 

about the situation and everyone’s emotions are revealed in the presence of each other. Every 

person participating in the intervention must read a letter about their situation in relation to the 

addict’s choices in life. It is crucial that the letters are read in front of the addict. Finally, they 

must tell the addict that if he or she do not chose to take the help, there will be serious 

consequences. Thus, the intervention has a direct approach which revolves around the addict, 

and the question regarding ethics could be discussed since it is televised. However it would be 

outside the field of this linguistic study, and the ethical aspects of this documentary were 

therefore not a target of this essay. 

1.3 Research Questions 

Three episodes were chosen for this investigation. The transcribed sequences began on the 

moment where the interventionist asked the addict if he or she would accept their offer of 

rehabilitation. Accordingly, examining the transcriptions was done in order to reveal patterns 

in their talk and non-verbal language with regards to strategies of the interventionists and the 

responses of the addict. Hence, the research questions were following: 

 

- When investigating the linguistic behavior of the interventionists, what conscious linguistic 

choices did they do that could be identified as strategic language?  

- What patterns could be traced in the non-conscious (emotionally driven) behavior of the 

addicts?  

- How can the conversations in “Intervention Canada” be seen in relation to communication in 

general?  

 

1.4 Aim  

The aims of this study were to identify what linguistic strategies the interventionists had when 

they tried to persuade the addicts to accept the help, and consequently, identify the linguistic 

behavior in the addicts’ response to the offer.   
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2. Method  

In order to trace the patterns in the utterances of the addict and the interventionist 

Conversation Analysis was considered necessary to find the rich information talk-in-

interaction can provide. The research design, therefore required the following steps: 

 

a)   Data collection  

b) Transcribing 

c) Analyses 

 

To be able to follow the research design mentioned above, it were necessary to describe the 

steps of the research design and therefore describe how the data was collected, and how 

Conversation Analyses was used. In addition, it was necessary to explain the purpose of 

choosing a qualitative study. 

2.1 Qualitative Study 

Using a qualitative study helps investigating a smaller amount of data in-depth, instead of 

collecting a big quantity of data to explain a phenomena (quantitative study). The result of 

qualitative investigations supports the production of a hypothesis, which is rather descriptive 

than predictive (Patton, 2014). Hence, in order to investigate the aims of this essay, the 

qualitative method is well eligible. 

2.2 Collection of Data 

The data was found on YouTube which is a website that first opened in February 2005. It 

began as a community of private users uploading, commenting and sharing video clips. 

Furthermore, by time it was not only used by private people as entertainment, but also by 

companies who had found a new market. Today it is possible for entrepreneurs and 

entertainers to create a career via YouTube by getting many subscribers to whatever the users 

are uploading. Even though the website contains a wide range of opportunities, there is one 

common thing among them all, which is; sharing videos. Popular movies, series, and TV 

shows can often be found on YouTube, such as “Intervention Canada”. 

Three episodes of the documentary “Intervention Canada” were chosen for this 

study.  Furthermore, the selection of videos were made in consideration of the following 

aspects, (1) the interventionist had to be in such place where he or she had to ask the addict to 

accept the help they were offering, and (2) the addict would at some point agree to 

rehabilitation. 
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2.3 Conversation Analysis 

The video-recordings were transcribed and analyzed using conversation analysis, abbreviated 

CA. CA is a method interested in how language is organized, partly with focus on the turn-

taking, but also in how social actions are delivered through talk-in-interaction. Furthermore, it 

investigates how individuals “understand and respond to one another in their turns at talk” 

(Hutchby and Wooffit: 2008).  

2.4 Transcription  

A CA based study requires transcription since the details of spoken data can be best captured 

by a detailed transcription. The aim with transcriptions is to “…capture talk as it actually 

occurs, in all its apparent messiness.” (Hutchby and Woolffitt: 2008). There is no 

transcription system that are able to capture all features that takes place in conversations. 

Nevertheless, the aim is to document as much detailed features as possible. Examples of such 

features are, pauses in between the words where every tenth second counts. One tenth of a 

second is marked as (0.1). Another example is the in-breath which is marked as “.hh” and the 

more “h” the longer in-breath. Hence, human communication includes more than words, 

sometimes silence can be of interesting value, therefor all details used in talk must be 

documented. The transcriptions made in this study follows the ordinary conventions initiated 

by Gail Jeffersson (2005). In addition, non-verbal communication are documented in the 

transcripts embedded in double brackets.  

2.4.1 Transcription convention 

To be able to understand the transcriptions in this essay, a glossary is provided in this section 

which explains the different markers and their meaning. This convention only contains the 

markers used in this study, however there are plenty of other tools that can be used when 

transcribing talk-in-interaction according to CA. It is very important to mention that the 

transcribed material in this essay are done by the investigators’ best guess, which means that 

no professional equipment has been used to transcribe the conversation. 

 

>sound(s)<   Inward chevrons indicate that the person was speaking faster 

<sound(s)>  Outward chevrons indicate that the person was speaking slower 

hh  ‘h’ are made to demonstrate an out-breath, the more ‘h’, the longer out-breath 

.hh A dot before the ‘h’ indicates an in-breath, the more ‘h’, the longer in-breathe 

(0.1)           To demonstrate a pause in between words, 0.1 is one tenth of a second 

(.) To indicate a pause in the talk of less than two-tenths of a second 

=  To demonstrate an overlap, placed on both speakers where the overlap occurs 
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sou:nd  Colon demonstrates a stretch of the preceding sound or letter, the more colons, 

the longer extension.  

(sound)  Words within single brackets indicates the beast guess off the transcriber when 

the talk is unclear 

sound Underlined fragments shows an emphasis made of the speaker 

((words)) Double brackets contains either a non-verbal activity, such as body language, or 

the transcriber’s remarks on the context or other important information 

? Question mark indicates questions 

 

 3. Background 

The aim with this section was to provide the reader with relevant background information 

regarding CA terminology which has been used when exploring the talk-in-interactions in 

selected sequences in “Intervention Canada”. 

3.1 Adjacency Pairs 

 Research has shown that some utterances come in pairs. For example, questions and answers, 

invitations and acceptances/declinations and greetings and return-greetings. The terminology 

for this phenomena is adjacency pairs. In addition, the utterances are called adjacency pairs 

because they are expected to follow each other in conversations. As previous research in CA 

has proven, acceptance of the question or invitation is in general preferable (Hutchby and 

Wooffit: 2008). 

Adjacency pairs are divided in to first part and second part of the pair. The first 

part is recognized by its expectation to receive a response. For instance it is expected to get 

some sort of answer after asking a question. Yet, even if it is not always uttered, the second 

part is always relevant to the pair. In some cases a question might be followed by another 

question, perhaps in order to receive further information. Hence, the adjacency pair has then 

been expanded by an initiation of another pair. So this means that the second part of the pair 

does not have to appear in the following turn sequence. In some cases the adjacency pairs are 

expanded by other insertions, which for instance could have the purpose of adding 

information, or other thoughts which has value to the conversation. How the conversation 

unfolds displays the understanding between the people communicating (Hutchby and Wooffit: 

2008). 

3.2. Turn-taking 

Turn-taking is how the speakers switch turns while talking. For instance, there might be 

overlapping and interruptions. In other cases, there can be features encouraging the next-
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speaker to take a turn, silent pauses, or sounds made in order to keep the turn. How people 

take turns in a conversation reveals not only what they are actually saying, but it also reveals 

how the next-speaker understood the previous-speaker. Participants in a conversations need to 

speak one at the time in order for the communication to make sense. Turn-taking tends to 

occur with as little or no gap in between the takes between two or more participants of a 

conversation (Hutchby and Wooffit: 2008)..  

However, when one participant begins to speak without the first one being silent 

it is seemed as a failure from the second speaker to understand when the first speaker was 

finished. That phenomena is called overlapping. Overlapping is also possible when the second 

speaker feels that he or she understands what the first speaker is about to say, and therefore 

answers before the sentence is finished. In the transcriptions investigated in this research 

overlapping are marked with an equal sign in the end of the first speaker’s sentence, and in 

the beginning of the second speaker’s sentence (Hutchby and Wooffit: 2008). 

 

4. Previous Research 

Linguistic strategies with the aim to persuade must vary depending on situation, purpose, 

target and media. “Intervention Canada” is a complex arena for investigating language. To 

one extend it is institutional language, since the conversation is led by a professionals with a 

clear goal of the conversation. On the other hand, it is a televised media, so there must be a 

purpose of educating or entertaining the masses. Finally the linguistic features can be visible 

and used in general communication as well, even though the investigation target has a unique 

setting. Thus, the language used in this documentary has a broad purpose. 

Language used in the right way according to its purposes leads to good results. 

Holtgraves (1999) did a study on 190 people where half of them got to listen to a message 

with a powerful language, and the other half received the same message, but without a 

powerful language. The result showed that the powerful message gave the audience more 

positive thoughts and responses, compared to the audience who listened to the less powerful 

message. Consequently, it is not only what information that is given, the importance lies in 

how it is presented.  

Silence is a powerful tool in language (Smith, 2014). If used correctly, the 

message will enhance the speaker’s chances to reach whatever goal he or she has with the 

conversation. For instance in therapeutic talk, such as motivational conversation, or in 

interventions, silence is used strategically in order for some words to get more space than 

others. Space in between words can also be a stylistic scheme used to”…increase the sense of 
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anticipation on the hearer’s side with regard to the information to follow” (Mukherjee, 2001). 

To use silence can help the speaker to emphasize important parts of the message which he or 

she aims to deliver.  

Conversely, when a patient is using silence it is less a strategy, but more a 

natural reaction depending on the emotional state. In the English language, hesitation markers 

were often “preceded by silence and followed by a lexical item, or when surrounded by 

silence” (De Leeuw, 2007). Thus, in the case of the addicts in “Intervention Canada”, the 

silence was understood as hesitation. 

4.1 Persuasion in Institutional Settings 

 Schroder et al (2009), made a discourse analysis of conversations in primary care between 

doctors and patients suffering from addiction of alcohol and other drugs. Their study 

suggested that the doctors decided their style of consultation and communication based on 

each situation and its elements. Hence, the interventions differed, depending on the individual 

and how the doctor perceived each case. Schroder et al (2009) found that, important questions 

were many times left out, and contra-productive advices were given. Therefore, the care was 

often unhelpful, resulting in low level of persuasion. However, according to Stein (2008) 

motivational interviews has better effects than only imposing the need for reduced use of the 

substance causing the addiction.  

Conversation analyses on motivational interviews between doctors leading the 

interview, and patients addicted to cigarettes, revealed that repetition of certain words, and 

questions functioned as a successful persuasion method (Codern-Bové et al, 2014). Research 

indicated that building relationship with the addicts led to more positive outcomes, in 

comparison with interviewers who failed to create a relationship with the addict. According to 

Codern-Bové et al (2014), the failing interviewers were too focused on stressing a change too 

early in the process. In contrast to some interviewers, who communicated with a direct style, 

and at some point used a confrontational approach, which mostly had positive results.  The 

combination of the direct style together with building a relationship will be discussed further 

in the section.  

4.2 Social Interaction when Persuading  

When communicating a message the delivery of the language is important, as discussed in the 

section above. However, social interaction contains body language, social status, or in other 

words hierarchy. Both body language and hierarchy is effecting the way humans 

communicate and interact, just as heard animals. So, when understanding those aspects it will 

consequently affect the strategies used in language when aiming to persuade someone. 
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Miller (2000) compared motivational interviews with a horse-training method 

called “join-up”. The method became well known due to the famous horseman Monty 

Roberts. Just as the motivational interviewer was trying to communicate with a person stuck 

in a pattern or a habit, which he or she were incapable or unwilling to change. The horseman 

was working with horses that either were wild or for some other reason dangerous, and by 

using the method “join-up” he aimed to persuade changes in the horse’s habits or behavior. 

Miller’s (2000) findings presented that the methods were similar in the way that they sought 

to create a cooperative approaches in order to facilitate change faster than expected. Briefly 

explained both the horseman and the motivational interviewer began with confronting the 

target. Furthermore, creating space for a pause where the target got a chance to reflect over 

the confrontation and the possibilities. After a moment the one confronting the target would 

send positive messages that would create trust in between the two. Finally, the target had to 

make a decision, and if it was positive, the situation ended with agreement towards a solution 

and collaboration. 

4.3 Persuasion in Media 

Eriksson (2014) investigated the language used in a Swedish television show called “The 

Angry Carpenter” (Sw. Arga snickaren). The show was about families living in houses they 

tried to renovate but with little success due to different reasons. Normally they had failed to 

co-operate and make the right priorities in order for the work to proceed. They participated in 

the show with the desire to the get help with their renovation. However, it turned out, that 

they needed to change personal behavior to be able to complete the work that had to be done 

in their house. 

Furthermore, the host used a confrontational and loud language where he 

pointed out each person’s weakness with the aim to give them a wake-up call. His intention 

for the participants was for them to see the seriousness of the situation and the importance of 

their acting. Eriksson’s (2014) focus was on the “tough love” which the host was using as a 

tactic to persuade the participants to improve themselves. In addition, Eriksson discussed the 

social status which the host had in the show. Hence, the host was authoritative, yet he 

positioned himself as “one of the people”, wearing clothes typical for construction workers. 

Without exceptions, the host was helping out with each renovation, which made his position 

even more explicit. So, Eriksson’s (2014) study claimed that being one of the people, for the 

people, but with a strong voice is a successful tactic when persuading people to change.  

Similarly, “Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmare” was another reality show which had 

been studied with similar approach but by Higgins (2011). The participants of the show asked 
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master chef Gordon Ramsay for help since their restaurant was not going very well. Ramsay 

was not only helping out with teaching on how to cook or with which dishes to choose. He 

also pointed out the participants weaknesses in a direct and loud way. A term used in this 

study as well as Eriksson’s (2014) study, to describe their communication style was 

“belligerent”. According to Higgins (2011) findings, “tough love” encourages the participants 

to be honest with their emotions and thoughts to thereafter step up and improve both on a 

personal level, and on a professional level.  

4.4 General Communication 

Humans sharing language shares the same phonetic variations in talk in general (there are 

exceptions), for example the use of intonation while making a statement or asking a question 

(Frota et al. 2014). Verbal communication is interaction produced from intentions emerged 

out of emotions or ideas from the intellectual mind (Adolfo, 2014) which means that the 

human culture is reflected in language (Armernic, 2012). One example of linguistic features 

which differs in different languages are hesitation markers, they could be an emotional-driven 

reaction but also a conscious choice by the mind (De Leeuw, 2007). This information leads to 

the idea that persuasive strategies could be rather similar within the same area which shares a 

language regardless of situation, person or institution. However, as cultures integrate due to 

globalization, there are similarities among different languages as well, which shows the 

complexity of the topic in this research.  

 

5. Findings 

The findings were divided in to two subsections since there were seven excerpts with two 

different main focus. The first four excerpts were presented in the first part, which show how 

the interventionist asked the question if the addicts where willing to accept help, together with 

the addicts response. The remaining three excerpts presented in the second part displayed how 

the interventionists used their language to persuade the three addicts who required more 

persuasion, together with the addict’s response.  

5.1 First part of the Findings 

In this section, four selected examples from “Intervention Canada” has been analyzed. The 

examples has been selected from the moments where the interventionist persuades or makes 

the first attempt to offer help to rehabilitation to the four addicts presented in the 

documentary. Each example has been transcribed using conventional CA methods of 

transcribing. Two out of four examples were from a female couple, and the others are two 

men. The first four excerpts were focused on the question from the interventionist; if the 
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addict was willing to accept the help they were offering. Furthermore, the remaining three 

excerpts were focused on the persuasion that was required for the interventionists to achieve 

their goal. The response of the addicts were relevant in all seven excerpts. 

The first example regards Christy who lived with her girlfriend Loren, both of 

them struggled with addiction to alcohol. During the pre-intervention the families and the 

interventionist said that Christy was (in comparison to Loren), more likely to accept their 

offering of rehabilitation. She had children from a previous relationship, and she might lose 

custody over them if she continued her drinking. So, the families and friends participating in 

the show, read all their letters to the women. It was a very emotional experience for all of 

them and when the last person finished his letter, the interventionist Andrew turned towards 

Christy to ask her if she was willing to accept their offering. 

 

Excerpt 1, “Christy” 

Andrew (A), interventionist Christy (C), the addict 

1.   A      christy (1) for the sake of your kids, (0.5) loren and your family (2)  

2.            >are you willing to accept help today<? ((hands interlaced, leaning  forward)) 

3.   C      .hh hhh ((looking around, scratching her face, sobbing)) <how long  

4.            do i have to go for> 

5.   A       >it is a 3 months program< 

6.   C       hhhh ((sobbing, shaking her head)) 

7.   A       it is an opportunity to give you li:fe 

8.   C       ((sobbing, silent for 14 seconds, nodding)) 

 

In the first example provided, the first part of the adjacency pair was initiated by Andrew 

which became expanded by an insertion of a second pair made by Christy. The next turn got a 

second insertion of encouragement before the respond to the first pair was delivered.  

Hence, Andrew asked Christy if she was willing to accept the help today (line 2) 

by persuading her to seek help for the sake of her kids, Loren and her family (line 1). He was 

using an empathic tone which he kept throughout the entire conversation. Moreover, 

Andrew’s body language enhanced his friendly approach, by leaning forward towards her 

with the hands interlaced as when doing (Christian) prayers. In fact, one could say that he was 

praying to her when offering her the help to live a sober life. 

Christy was emotionally charged and asked questions, about the time duration 

she would have to spend in the rehabilitation center (line 3-4). The interventionist used his 
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next turn to give her the information she requested (line 5), which was followed by non-verbal 

communication (line 6). From her non-verbal communication it was understood that it was a 

hard decision to make. There were deep sighs, crying and she moved her head back and forth, 

from side to side. Andrew took the initiative himself to continue talking, where he referred to 

her damaged liver2 that needed her to quit drinking if she wanted to continue to live (line 7). 

However, he did it with as few words he possibly could, since the chances to persuade the 

addicted person are higher if conflicts, accusations and blaming are being avoided (Agerberg, 

2004). After showing hesitation and reluctance through a long pause (line 8) she agreed to 

their offering by non-verbal communication. In the end, she nodded to show accepting of 

rehabilitation (line 8).  

After a successful intervention with Christy, Andrew initiated a similar strategy 

for Loren by using the same body language, tone and choice of words. The following excerpt 

began when Andrew approached Loren a few seconds after Christy had agreed to 

rehabilitation. 

 

Excerpt 2, “Loren” 

Andrew (A), interventionist, Loren (L), the addict + (B) Lorens brother 

1.   A        loren? (1.5) for the sake of yourself, (0.5) for christy and your family, (0.7) are 

2.             you willing to accept help today? ((hands interlaced, leaning  forward)) 

3.   B        loren, .hh please 

4.   L        do i have to go today=? 

5.   A       =you have to go today 

6.   L        i ca::nt, <i got my dog> and >i have to pack all my clothes< and= 

7.   A       =>we have got all that organized for you< 

8.   L        i can’t do it today, >i can’t<   

 

In this case, the first part of the adjacency pair received its second part after four different 

kinds of insertions. The first insertion was made by her brother. Next, the second insertion 

was made by Loren herself by initiating an embedded adjacency pair where she asked for 

necessary information. The third insertion was Loren giving excuses which was interrupted by 

the last insertion made by Andrew. Thus, the second part of the first pair was negative. 

                                                           
2 Earlier in the episode, Christy’s bad health and weak liver were described 
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Furthermore, Andrew approached and initiated the intervention strategy with 

Loren. He reminded her of the people in her life that she loved, in order for her to understand 

that her choices in life affects her surroundings (line1). He proceeded by deliver a first part of 

and adjacency pair, by asking her if she was willing to accept help (line 2). His way of 

proposing the question clarified the fact that she had the choice in her hands. Therefore, she 

did not longer have to be a victim of her circumstances, something which addicts in general 

believe themselves to be (Agerberg, 2004).  

Loren’s brother (B) expanded the adjacency pair with a desperate “please” (line 

3). It aligned with Andrew’s turn which increased the pressure on Loren, which caused her to 

begin another adjacency pair in her turn by asking another question (line 4). The fourth line 

was followed by two second parts of the question-adjacency pair, one made by Andrew and 

one made by Loren. The interventionist answered her slightly before she had finished her 

question which created a subtle over-lap, when saying that she must go today (line 5). Loren 

declined the offering, followed by excuses (line 6). Her way of changing rhythm in her talk in 

combination with the desperate tone made her declination seem more hesitating than certain. 

Andrew took on the next turn in an attempt to reduce her doubts connected to her excuses 

(line 7). Loren continued to decline (line 8). 

The next sequence was from another episode with another interventionist, 

Maureen. She was trying to persuade a young man named Travis to accept the help of 

rehabilitation. Travis was addicted to alcohol as well. This sequence began after all letters had 

been read and after Travis mother had given him her bottom-line, and expressed her desire of 

him to take the chance to recovery. 

 

Excerpt 3, “Travis” 

Maureen (M) interventionist, Travis (T) addict 

1.   M       well travis (0.5) i think you have been reaching out for help(.)and it think 

2.              like a lot of addicts(0.7)you haven’t known what to do for yourself.(.)so here is 

3.             the help, hh we have made arrangements for you to to(.) ah,(.) be flown to bc 

4.             ((nodding)),(.) to a treatment c:enter called ldr ((nodding)) (0.5) it is a v:ery 

5.             good place (0.5) and you(.) would be flown in today. (0.5) so it is my job to ask 

6.              you whether you are willing(.)to <accept help>? 

7.    T       not today 
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There was only one adjacency pair in this sequence. The first part of the pair was initiated 

with information Travis ought to have in order to be able to answer her question. However, 

the information was strategically presented. By showing him that she understood him, she was 

placing herself on a more equal social level. 

Maureen showed Travis that she had understood that he had been struggling, 

and she let him know that there were other people in his position (1-2). Thereafter she 

explained what kind of help he could get, using an encouraging nod while saying the location 

of the rehabilitation center as well as the name of it (line 3-4). She proceeded by giving him 

the information that he would have to travel the same day (line 5). Finally, she expected3 him 

to take the next turn, when asking if he was willing to accept the help (line 6). Travis respond 

was ambiguous (line 7) since it was neither accepting nor declining, even though Maureen 

clearly had stated that he would have to travel the same day.    

Finally, the fourth person’s intervention to be investigated was about Conrad. 

He was addicted to OxyContin, a drug comparable with heroin. At first he appeared to be 

completely unaffected by the intervention. Although, as the show proceeded it became clear 

that he was emotionally affected by the situation just as the other participants. Andrew was 

the interventionist in this episode, this sequence began after all letters had been read.  

 

Excerpt 4, “Conrad” 

Andrew (A), interventionist, Conrad (C) addict 

1.      A       you wanna hear what they have planned for you if you are willing? 

2.      C       su:re 

3.      A      they have<organized a(.)eh night and day facility for you>(.) in beautiful british 

4.               colombia,(1).hh it is one of the top facilities in the country, (2)hh and we’re 

5.               going to go today,(2) are you willing to accept that help? 

6.       C     ((raising shoulders, looking down)) >I don’t< know 

 

In this case, there were two adjacency pairs in the shape of question and answer that took 

place in every second turn. The second adjacency pair in the sequence began with a positive 

description of the facility before the actual first part (the question) was asked. The second part 

of the pair was an ambiguous answer. It was clear that Conrad had understood the information 

                                                           
3 Since a question is recognized with its expectation to receive an answer (Hutchby and Wooffit: 2008). 
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which he had gotten in the conversation, but the ambiguity lied in whether he wanted to 

accept the offer or not. 

Since Conrad began the intervention with a negative attitude the interventionist 

strategy became more careful than compared to the other interventions by asking for approval 

to reveal their offering. Conrad agreed, but pronounced his answer slightly weird (line 2) 

because he was holding back his emotions. Andrew described the rehabilitation center in 

positive words and emphasized that it was the top facility (line 3). The pauses he included in 

the proposal were in between every piece of information delivered. So Conrad got a chance to 

receive it all and digest it in this short amount of time (line 4-5). His answer was neither an 

acceptance nor a declination. Andrew was continuingly keeping an empathic tone, reaching 

out to the addict and giving him a choice.   

5.2 Second Part of the Findings 

In the four examples of addicts receiving the offer of rehabilitation via interventions, only one 

person accepted the offer after first initiation by the interventionists. Therefore, the next part 

beginning with excerpt 5, will delve deep into how the persuasion proceeded for the 

remaining three persons.  

Next sequence was recorded outside the intervention room after excerpt 2 

ended. Loren had left the room and the interventionist decided to follow her accompanied by 

Christy. The camera team followed them carefully and therefore the documentary contains 

minor editing between when this excerpt began and to the point where she accepted the 

offering of rehabilitation. 

 

Excerpt 5, “Loren”  

Andrew (A) the interventionist, Loren (L) the addict, Christy (C) Loren’s girlfriend 

1.   L      i don’t know if I can do it, (1) i:: >don’t know< if i can () do it 

2.   C     >you can do it<, i know you can do it 

3.   A     i didn’t know either, but I can tell you, since then I have a different li:fe. (we  

4.           are talking about) the top of the line treatment center right now.  

5.           ((looking at both  women, ((nodding)) 

6.           ((edited part where they walk back in to the intervention room)) 

7.           ((hides her face, whisper,)) okay I’ll do it 

 

This sequence did not display the first part of the adjacency pair, however it was a 

continuation of excerpt 2 where the question was asked. Nevertheless, the excerpt 
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demonstrates insertions which aimed to encourage the second part of the pair to become 

positive, which had a successful result.  

Loren had doubts about whether she would be able to change her lifestyle and 

repeated her doubts in different ways (line 1). The rhythm of her words differed as well as 

how she pronounced them, as an affect by her emotions caused by the intervention. Christy 

took initiative for the next turn as an attempt to encourage her to accept the offer (line 2). At 

this point Andrew decided to reveal that he too was an addict in recovery together with his 

personal experience of becoming sober (line 3). It was slightly unclear what he said in the 

following sentence, however he emphasized how good the facility was, both with his 

intonation as well as with his body language (line 4-5). The time duration for the next two 

lines are not certain since the material was edited, however Christy, Loren and Andrew 

walked back in to the room where everyone else was waiting. Loren cried while she accepted 

the offer of rehabilitation (line 6-7).   

 In the example of Travis, Maureen proceeded to persuade him by using sarcasm. 

This sequence was a direct continuation of the previous excerpt with Travis (excerpt 3). 

 

Excerpt 6, “Travis”  

Maureen (M) the interventionist, Travis (T) the addict 

1.     T         not today= 

2.     M        = oh pretty soon, within the next hour (3) got something planned? 

3.     T         hhh 

4.     M      so it is m:y job to ask whether you are willing to accept help? 

5.     T         (2)yeah ((nodding)(0.5) i think i am 

 

There was one question asked which did not expected an answer but rather encourage the 

second speaker to deliver an answer to the initial question (which was asked in excerpt 3). 

Therefore, the first question (line 2) is rather an insertion expanding the adjacency pair 

initiated in excerpt 3. However, Maureen repeated the first part of the pair, and finally 

received the second pair.  

Travis answered that he would not be able to go that particular day (line 1). 

Maureen cut him off by basically giving him the opposite opportunity followed by silence and 

a sarcastic question. However that question was not asked in order to be answered, and was 

therefore not one of two parts in an adjacency pair (line 2). Through the information given by 

the documentary it was known that Travis did not do anything but drinking, Therefore, 
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Maureen knows that he had no plans that the rehabilitation would interfere with. Travis 

responded with a deep sigh which revealed some unease or anxiety (line 3). Maureen took the 

next turn and repeated her question with the exact same words as before (line 4). As preferred, 

Travis accepted the offer, both by nod and talk (line 5).  

The last example regards Conrad, whose intervention was led by Andrew. 

Conrad began the intervention with displaying ignorance towards the situation but became 

emotionally effected by the letters from the family. His response to the offering were “I don’t 

know”, so the next excerpt began with Andrew reminding him about why they were there in 

the first place. 

 

Excerpt 7, “Conrad”  

Andrew (A) interventionist, Conrad (C) the addict 

1.   A      we are not here to, >not here to< bash you(0.5)this is an expression of lo:ve. 

2.            (3) they are scared to death,(.) they want things to change, (1) for you>do it< 

3.             for them 

4.   C       okay,(.)so let’s do that 

5.   A       are you willing to accept that help? 

6.   C       yep 

7.   A       are you willing to go today? 

8.   C       mhm 

9.   A       <perfect>, it’s all we need to hear 

 

The organization of the adjacency pairs in this sequence has a question and an answer in 

every second turn with no insertions expanding the pairs. But, the first question was initiated 

with strategic words to push the second speaker to respond positive to the situation. 

Since Conrad was hesitating Andrew clarified the situation with the two 

extremes, the love from his family, and the death that would be a consequence of his lifestyle 

(line 1-3). Still using an empathic tone with a direct language, adding silence between the 

expression of love and the fear of death. However, this turn was not a question, but more an 

appeal which Conrad responded positively to (line 4). It was crucial that the addict takes his 

own responsibility to recover (Agerberg, 2004) so Andrew continued therefore with asking if 

Conrad was willing to accept that help (line 5), which he was (line 6). The interventionist 

continued the next turn with another question from which he received an acceptance (line 7-

8). Andrew ended the intervention by stating that he had gotten all information he needed.  
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6. Discussion of the Findings 

The aim of this section was to discuss the findings of this investigation, in order to make 

comparison with other research to see how previous findings supports the results of this essay. 

 “Intervention Canada” was a complex target for investigation due to several reasons. 

Firstly, the situation included a group of people with the goal of persuading one single 

individual in each intervention. The format created a group-pressure which has persuasive 

effects in itself. Secondly, the documentary regarded emotional luggage among the 

participants which triggered pressure and enhanced the persuasion. Thirdly, the 

interventionists were aware of the psychological patterns which the addicts normally follow 

and could therefore consciously decide how to deliver their talk to enhance their chances of a 

successful persuasion. 

The group format is something visible in general communication, such as in family 

discussions on were to spend next vacation or on what to eat for dinner. The difference is that 

the conversation does not necessary have a target on whom to persuade (even though it is 

possible), but the purpose is rather to reach some sort of consensus together through 

conversation. The strong effects of group-pressure could be a cultural effect of living in a 

democracy since the western culture tend to obey the majority. To clarify, the desire to reach 

consensus in the western culture could be a part of the reasons to why holding an intervention 

is seen as a successful method4 for its purpose. In addition, this would mean that the cultural 

footprint of democracy is deeply rooted in humans in the west and it plays an important role 

in persuasive situations in general, not only in “Intervention Canada”. However some would 

argue that the individuals desire to follow the group is because humankind origin from heard 

animals and say that humans and heard animals shares similar behavior (Miller, 2000). 

History and origin are definitely two aspects which should be taken seriously, but humans’ 

ability to adapt their mindset to new environments should be considered just as seriously as 

well since it differs in different parts of the world. 

When investigating “Intervention Canada”, the findings reveal some obvious 

similarities which were an effect of the structure provided through the format of an 

intervention. For example, in all cases investigated, the interventionists were the ones 

initiating the most important adjacency pair which would hold the main purpose of the 

intervention. However, before asking the question regarding rehabilitation, the 

                                                           
4 According to the documentary “Intervention Canada” 
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interventionists would say something which were meant to enhance the chances of a positive 

reply. Another similarity was that they all tended to use as few words as possible when they 

spoke, but they appeared to choose their words carefully to create maximum effect.  

 Before the main question regarding rehabilitation was asked, some sort of 

persuasion took place. Andrew used similar strategies for Christy and Loren (excerpt 1 and 2), 

by reminding them about the people they love and care about. He asked them if they were 

willing to accept the help for their family’s sake. In contrast to Maureen and Travis (excerpt 

3), where the interventionist found it important to create a bond of understanding in between 

them. She began with letting him know that they were on the same side, which tend to have a 

positive effect according Eriksson’s (2014) and Higgin’s (2011). Note that Andrew used the 

strategy of placing himself on the same level as the target in another situation, when Loren 

had left the room and displayed hesitation (excerpt 5).  

Maureen continued her persuasion, by describing the facility as being “very good”, 

while using body language (nod) to emphasize the meaning of her words. In addition, 

Maureen created a short pause after saying certain information, such as the name of the city, 

the name of the facility, but also after words such as “help”, “addict” and “yourself”. Then, 

she asked the question which the entire intervention essentially would lead to.  

However, in the case of Conrad (excerpt 4), the interventionist, Andrew, asked for 

permission to share their offering before actually doing so. Conrad agreed to receive the 

information, and thereafter the interventionist began to describe the facility in a way similar to 

how Maureen did it, in the case of Travis, Andrew added pauses in his talk after certain 

information was given, such as the name of the city, and when they had to leave. He used the 

positive adjectives “top” and “beautiful” when describing the rehabilitation center. Then, he 

asked the main question. 

 Even though each case studied was unique, other similarities found were that 

they seemed to use as few words as possible. Such as adding strategic pauses, using positive 

adjectives and, giving the addicts a choice by ask if they were “willing” to accept the help. 

Strategic pauses has been commonly used in therapeutic talk (Smith, 2014) and its positive 

effects has relation to creating an increased desire for the listener to become more interested 

in the message that would follow (Mukherjee, 2001). These strategies were tools that created 

a powerful language which was crucial when communicating with addicts (Agerberg, 2004) 

and aiming for positive outcomes (Holtgraves, 1999).  

 Furthermore, the addicts responded differently, but in a similar manner. Both 

women extended the main adjacency pair with another question. Phrases as “not today”, “I 
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don’t know” and “I can’t go today” where said by the three participants who required more 

persuasion before taking the decision. The phrases had different meanings but they were all 

ambiguous, and were neither accepting, nor declining. Silence was noticed in the addict’s 

responses as well. However, regarding patients, their use of silence were more of an 

emotional reaction rather than a strategy (De Leeuw, 2007).When the addicts finally agreed 

on rehabilitation, the two women stated clearly that they would do it, while the men still 

revealed some hesitation, for instance Travis answer, “I think I am”.  

 Clearly, an intervention is a process where each individual participating plays a 

crucial role. Each person reading their letter must do it from a loving attitude, but it must be 

honest, and end with a bottom-line. So, even though the addiction might be a severe problem 

it does not help that someone off their families or friends tried to talk them in to changing. 

The addicted person needed more motivation (Stein, 2008), and reach some sort of a breaking 

point and use a direct communication (Codern-Bové, et als, 2014).  

Even though the ethics of the documentary were not relevant to discuss in this 

investigation, it was still necessary to note that it was televised, and it has most likely effected 

the language use. The documentary shared the reality of different addicted persons and how 

their choices in life effected their dear ones. Therefore, the strategies used to persuade the 

addicts were indirectly taught to the masses, and hopefully inspired positive changes among 

the viewers. Since, it dealt with a “real” problem, the linguistic strategies could not be 

changed for the cause of entertainment. However, since television requires viewers to be 

successful, the format must be created to attract audience. 

The hosts for the TV shows “The Angry Carpenter” and “Ramsay’s Kitchen 

Nightmare” added drama to the shows via their use of language. Hence, the purpose of their 

role differs in contrast to “Intervention Canada”.  In “Intervention Canada” the 

interventionists did not have that role since each addicts background story came with drama. 

Thus, from the perspective of media and entertainment, it was not necessary to add more 

dramatic features to the show by giving the interventionists another role. The linguistic format 

provided in each episode was done to please the aim of the intervention, not in order to 

entertain the masses. Therefore, the linguistic strategies could be applicable to the field of 

institutional language.  

Regarding the term “tough love” (Eriksson, 2014), it is possible to say that it has been 

used in “Intervention Canada” as well. It came through the format of the intervention, via the 

letters from the family and friends, especially via their bottom line. 

7. Conclusion  
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The aims of this essay were to identify strategies used by interventionists during an 

intervention, but also to identify patterns in the addict’s response. In order to accomplish that, 

conversation analyses was used to transcribe and examine sequences from the documentary 

show “Intervention Canada”.  

When investigating talk-in-interaction there are other aspects that must be noted 

a part from language and linguistic strategies itself. Two examples of such, revealed by the 

findings in this essay follows in this paragraph. Firstly, similar to Higgins (2011) and 

Eriksson (2014), the findings revealed how equality of the social status between the 

host/interventionist and the target enhanced the chances for a positive response. Secondly, the 

interventionists had personal experience of addiction and could therefore recognize each 

situation in its unique and complex way. The combination of the interventionist being on the 

same level as the addict, with the same background but on the sober side were crucial in this 

persuasion. 

Regarding the linguistic strategies the results indicated that the interventionists 

used similar strategies but in different ways depending on each situation. To begin with, in all 

cases investigated the interventionists were the ones initiating the first part of the adjacency 

pair. Furthermore, their word choices were done carefully by using positive words describing 

the path towards sobriety, and negative words describing their current lifestyle. All 

interventionists had an empathic approach, leaning forward towards the addict, they used a 

friendly low tone of voice and placed silence between important information.  

Regarding patterns in the addicts’ response there were one thing which were 

pervading in all cases, the reaction of hesitation. Hesitation was displayed by all addicts after 

they received the question about rehabilitation. The findings revealed two ways for the addicts 

to express hesitation, firstly, by silence and secondly, by voicing ambiguous utterances, such 

as “I don’t know” or “not today”.  Another pattern in the addicts’ interaction which occurred 

in two out of four interventions were to create an extension of the adjacency pair with 

questions to get more information about the rehabilitation format. 

All interventions investigated were successful, however, there was not one 

strategy that alone led to a final acceptance. The addicts’ agreement was a result of all the 

parts which belong to an intervention. Hence, the pressure from the group, the letters with 

purpose to stir emotions and the interventionists highlighting why there was a problem in their 

current behavior before presenting a solution. Furthermore, adding silence to create a chance 

for the addict to reflect over the situation (Miller, 2009) to finally present a solution (Higgins, 

2011), (Eriksson, 2014). 
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Since these findings were conducted via a qualitative study, they should not be used as 

a generalization of successful strategies when communicating with addicts. Just as the 

response of the addicts cannot be seen as a certain reaction from a person in this situation. In 

other words, this investigation is too small to function as an assured guide in communication 

in interventions. However, the persuasive conscious strategies such as specific word choices, 

silence between information, tone of voice etc. are applicable and visible in other fields of 

persuasive communication.  

As a result, this research provides the reader with information about humans and their 

interaction in group conversations, the information could function as inspiration on how to 

use language in a strategic way. Another use of this information would be to see how 

language can differ depending on if it is driven by intellectual intentions or emotional 

reactions. Thus, the conversations investigated in “Intervention Canada” had a format which 

general communication do not have. However, the strategies for persuading can be used in 

general communication, and the features in the language of the addict can most likely be 

traced in other emotional driven responses in general communication.  

Exploring language by using CA is supposed to be done without a hypothesis. 

Still, if one would use a certain perspective when analyzing the transcripts other findings 

would appear. For example if a researcher would have a gender perspective while 

investigating the same data, interesting research questions could be if there were any strategic 

differences found between female interventionists, and male interventionists? Or, would the 

findings indicate different strategies used by the interventionist, depending on what gender the 

addict had?  Another interesting perspective would be to compare the strategies and responses 

in different areas of the world, since addiction occurs all over the globe. For example, how 

would hesitation be expressed by the addicts in different language and cultures, perhaps 

outside the western society or in a non-democracy?  

Finally, this research suggests that when considering the findings of this 

investigation together with the psychological aspects according to Agerberg (2004), in 

relation to the previous studies discussed, by especially Schroder et al (2009), Eriksson (2014) 

and Higgins (2011), the successful persuasion was a reflection of rhetorical knowledge, but 

also a reflection of life experience. The interventionists had experienced addiction themselves, 

just as the participants of “Intervention Canada” and could therefore use strategies they knew 

would work. Thus, “It takes a thief, to catch a thief”5. 

                                                           
5 American proverbial referring to personal experience 
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Appendix 1, Transcriptions 

 

Season 01 Episode 02 

A, Andrew: interventionist C, Christy: addict L: Loren, addict E: Erin, Lorens sister  

B: Lorens brother 

1.   A      christy (1) for the sake of your kids, (0.5) loren and your family (2)  

2.            >are you willing to accept help today<? ((hands interlaced, leaning  forward)) 

3.   C      .hh hhh ((looking around, scratching her face, sobbing)) <how long  

4.            do i have to go for> 

5.   A       >it is a 3 months program< 

6.   C       hhhh ((sobbing, shaking her head)) 

7.   A       it is an opportunity to give you li:fe 

8.   C       ((sobbing, silent for 14 seconds, nodding)) 

9.   A        loren? (1.5) for the sake of yourself, (0.5) for christy and your family, (0.7) are 

10.             you willing to accept help today? ((hands interlaced, leaning  forward)) 

11.   B        loren, .hh please 

12.   L        do i have to go today=? 

13.   A       =you have to go today 

14.   L        i ca::nt, <i got my dog> and >i have to pack all my clothes< and= 

15.   A       =>we have got all that organized for you< 

16.   L        i can’t do it today, >i can’t<   

17.    A      = it is today, this is a one shot deal 

18.    L       ((walks away closes the door behind her)) 

19.    A       ((follows her, knocks on the door)) loren are you okay? ((silence)) why don’t 

20.              christy you and i go outside? 

21.    L       ((open the door comes back out))  

22.             ((they walk out together)) 

23.     A      you wont be flying until you are stabil and sober 

24.     C      =we wont be flying together? 

25.     A     NO you wont be flying together 

26.     C     please babe 

27.     L      i don’t know if I can do it, (1) i:: >don’t know< if i can () do it 

28.     C     >you can do it<, i know you can do it 
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29.     A     i didn’t know either, but I can tell you, since then I have a different li:fe. (we  

30.             are talking about) the top of the line treatment center right now.  

31.             ((looking at both  women, ((nodding)) 

32.             ((all three goes back into the intervention room)) 

33.     E      (leans forward, whisper) Loren, just go ple:::ase, please?, youre life is going to 

34.             Be so much better, you don’t have to live like this please just go:::: 

35.    M      your body is not gonna take it much longer Loren, look at her, look at her      

36.             ((points at Christy)), she kno::w she got to do this, you are just an inch away 

37.     L      ((Hides her face, whisper,)) okay I’ll do it 

Season 02 Episode 08 

Ma, Maureen, interventionist T, Travis, addict Me, Melanie, mother 

1.  Me      i need to love you enough to let you be responsible for yourself 

2.  Ma     so do you have a bottom-line for travis? 

3.  Me     if you don’t accept the help today I have no choice but to cut you loose (.5) 

4.             your debts () your life, I will not cover for you anymore, please don’t 

5.             disappoint me, accept the help we are offering. 

8.     M      well travis (0.5) i think you have been reaching out for help(.)and it think 

9.              like a lot of addicts(0.7)you haven’t known what to do for yourself.(.)so here is 

10.              the help, hh we have made arrangements for you to to(.) ah,(.) be flown to bc 

11.              ((nodding)),(.) to a treatment c:enter called ldr ((nodding)) (0.5) it is a v:ery 

12.              good place (0.5) and you(.) would be flown in today. (0.5) so it is my job to ask 

13.              you whether you are willing(.)to <accept help>? 

6.    T       not today= 

7.   M        = oh pretty soon, within the next hour (3) got something planned? 

8.   T         hhh 

9.   Ma      so it is m:y job to ask whether you are willing to accept help? 

10.   T         (2)yeah ((nodding)(0.5) i think i am 

11.   Ma    you think you are? 

12.   T       ((nodding)) 

13.   Ma    yeah, i think you are sick and tired of being sick and tired (0.5) you got 

14.             anything you wanna say, to dthe folks that love you* 

15.   T       im sorry gu:ys that i hurted you for this long and hopefully if i go and gome 

16.             back better 
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17.   Ma    so hopefully if i go? how about= 

18.    T      = when i go and= 

19.    Ma    = when i go and come back i can guarantee i will be a different guy, okay, so 

20.             are you ready to go? 

21.             ((nodding)) hh i am 

22.    Ma     Good choice 

23.  

Season 01 episode 06 

A, Andrew: interventionist C, Conrad: Addict 

1.      A     () 

2.      C     well i knew all this, so I don’t know (2) I don’t know 

3.      A     you wanna hear what they have planned for you if you are willing? 

4.      C       su:re 

5.      A      they have<organized a(.)eh night and day facility for you>(.) in beautiful 

6.               british  colombia,(1).hh it is one of the top facilities in the country, (2)hh and 

7.               we’re going to go today,(2) are you willing to accept that help? 

8.       C     ((raising shoulders, looking down)) >I don’t< know 

9.       A      we are not here to, >not here to< bash you,(0.5)this is an expression of lo:ve. 

10.               (3) they are scared to death,(.) they want things to change, (1) for you >do 

11.               it< for them 

12.       C      okay,(.)so let’s do that 

13.       A       are you willing to accept that help? 

14.       C       yep 

15.       A       are you willing to go today? 

16.       C       mhm 

17.       A       <perfect>, its all we need to hear 

 

 

 

 


